TIME FOR 

TELEAUTOMATION

CUTTING THROUGH THE CHAOS
ADDRESSING BUSINESS CHALLENGES THROUGH
EXDION REMOTE PROJECT MANAGEMENT

ABSTRACT
The Buzz word that we constantly hear is Telecommuting, inside sales, digital marketing & digital distribution
after the outbreak of Pandemic COVID-19. This whitepaper – “Time for Tele automation- cutting through the
chaos” helps Agencies paint a picture by drawing on Exdion’ s experience in remote automation.
We ran a survey with some of the Top Agencies & Brokers to gather insights on what are the typical
challenges during these trying times and where the success of Agency lies. Some agencies are proactively
beginning to look at opportunities rather than looking at how to survive 2020. Agencies seem to be shifting
from long term strategic goals to short term tactical planning. Some of the thoughtful decisions that agencies
are making include revenue recasting, expense reduction, collecting aged receivables, leading new business
activities, and introducing technology to address the spike in volumes.
Agencies are also using aggressive sales approaches
using the crisis as a wedge. Leveraging a virtual
environment to assess inside sales opportunities
and using proactive client outreach to understand
the potential impact and additional support that
they can extend. They know that staying
competitive in a digital world will require far more
than customer support or working from a home
strategy. Its now time to validate where the agency
stands during COVID-19 crisis, Redefine goals and
focus on critical decisions in order to get there.

Agencies should rethink the organizational &
Business Model. Resistance to what lies ahead is
pointless. Virtual platforms to collaboratively
update information, handling calls remotely is far
more efficient and beneficial for agents compared
to traditional models. The virtual platforms serve as
a collaborative space where real-time data and
advice can be provided. The platforms help to
collect data, and with augmented systems and
machine learning algorithms, it makes collected
data useful eliminating re-entry of data. 


Overview
GLANCE OF KEY PROJECTS DEVELOPED REMOTELY
Client and their Challenges
A Chicago based insurance agency with a great
reputation provides trucking service, employee
benefits, and commercial insurance. The agency has
a dedicated team to issue COI for the trucking
business. As the agency has decided to migrate to
AMS360 from their legacy application, the major

challenge was to move their certificate holders list
from their legacy application to a new application
(AMS360). The agency was exploring methods to
automate the migration process to eliminate
manual efforts. 
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Solution
Equipped with input from stakeholders and the derived requirements for an Intelligent Process Automation
(IPA) Project, the team moved forward with a solution following these four steps.
BOT to login to Legacy Application

A system programmed to convert the input into
the new Agency Management System per
defined Business Rules

BOT to download the certificates holders list
from the Legacy Application

BOT to import the Certholder List to AMS360
and send out Completed Email to the end-user



Outcome
The Exdion team developed BOT remotely using
Intelligent Process Operation(IPA). The agency
was able to successfully migrate all Certholders
from a legacy application to a new agency
management system in a hassle-free manner. 

Exdion worked collaboratively with the agency
remotely to understand the AS-IS process model
and recommended RPA solution coupled with
Machine Learning to migrate the Certholder
Information.
The testing was performed using AGILE
methodology and all the exception scenarios
were addressed remotely during initial testing.
The team was involved in the Change
Management Process and in the training and
deployment through multiple Webinar Sessions.

The team developed an aggressive roll-out plan
once the tool was tested with the Pilot Group.
E-Tutorials and user manuals were created as
part of the training program. Post-deployment
support for 60 days was offered as part of the
Annual Maintenance Efforts in order to
handhold the team during the learning process
to improve the learning curve.
Exdion also assisted to measure sustenance of
the project implemented. The live request sent
to BOT was initially monitored and tracked for
streamlining Input Issues & Exceptions. Based
on the findings, the team created a dashboard
and refresher training plan for the client. There
was a significant improvement in the learning
curve of the staff in sending instructions to the
BOT, the efficiency of the BOT improved from
80% to 95% over a period of 2 months. 
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Common Agency tasks that can be automated remotely include:

1.

Copy

and

paste

information

from

5.

spreadsheets to AMS (Ex: Renewal Exposure

Open an email and move its data into AMS
(Loss runs/COIs) 


Summary) 

6.
2.

Move

information

from

AMS

Data

Migration

-

Move

information

Pull

data

from

(Claims/Invoice)

Claims/invoices

to

and

folders

DMS/AMS

from

designated

(Policy

related

documents)

from

7.

Extract information from the internet and
websites.


System A to System B.

4.

files

location

to

spreadsheets. (Quoting Information)

3.

Move

into

AMS

8.

Consolidate

and

calculate

data

automatically to create reports.
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KEY DRIVERS OF REMOTE PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Catastrophic Crisis

A sudden spike in Volumes

Economic Trends

Emerging Technologies


REMOTE PROJECT MANAGEMENT LIFE CYCLE

Implement

Opportunity 

Considering Potential options


Mobilizing the project remotely

Checking alignment with business
strategy

Change management capabilities

planning

D

eploy Remotel

y


Review

Creating an Initial Business Case

Closure Activities

Identifying
olution

Review Effectiveness

&

creating the bespoke

S

Ongoing support for 60 days
post-deployment


Pilot
Test the initial solution developed
Clarify olution Options
S

E dion Remote Project Management ifecycle facilitates project deployment through the agile
framework and latest automation techni ues to help the agency grow and generate more revenue
even during these trying times
x

L

q

.
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REMOTE PROJECT MANAGEMENT LIFECYCLE PATTERN

This Lifecycle pattern can be categorized into four main areas as
represented below –

Challenges
converted into
Solutions

Remote
deployment of
solutions- 

DEVOPS Model

Solution
Design &
Development
offsite

Continuous
Performance
Tracking


KEY BENEFITS OF REMOTE PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
Less Operating Costs

Ability to be More Competitive

Implementing RPA projects in the agencies

Those who act now will be the future

will

Agencies

reduce

the

work

of

employees

whom

Clients

will

trust.

depending on the processes. In addition to

Automated solutions allow the Agency to

saving on labor costs, Time savings in

decrease TAT and increase accuracy which

automated

is the need of the hour. This allows you to

processes

may

also

be

important because of the sudden spike in

better

volumes due to the COVID-19 crisis.

Additionally, the flexibility in Automated

Robots streamline processes and improve

Solutions enables you to redesign the

component

existing business models to exceed the

performance,

resulting

in

compete

on

a

global

scale.

minimal waste material for the service

capabilities according to your competition.

Faster ROI

Faster claims processing

Automated solutions are based on your

Claims processing requires employees to

unique

for

compile and copy/move the information

themselves quickly due to lower operating

from different information into various

costs, reduced lead times, increased

AMS. The timely response that customers

output, and more.

want when they make their

needs

and

goals

 


pay

delayed.
automated

claim

is

With a single mouse click, an
solution

can

push

large

amounts on statements. Also, AI could be
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used to check the claims presented for the
availability of coverage in policy to quickly
guide the agency to understand if the
claim would be approved by Carrier. 


Automatic document download

The process of downloading and saving
documents like loss runs, carrier
statements, policies is time-consuming
due to having to interact with email,
Agency Management system, CRM, Excel,
and PDFs. RPA can toggle through all of
these interactions at the same time and
eliminate the need to move data through
all of them manually. All of this can be
developed remotely as these are less
complex activities that can be managed
remotely with a simple two-step process.
Required credentials and TO-BE process
mapping approvals.


Consolidation of systems

Merging & acquisition and on-boarding is
the biggest pain for agencies. Sometimes
companies grow faster than they can
manage. Technology solutions can assist
consolidation of legacy systems and
growth with minimal growing pains:
manual
inter-departmental
data
movement from new systems being
on-boarded can be reduced by at least
50% – within weeks.
  

Increased data accuracy

Using Automation increases the reliability
of data. That’s because, unlike humans,
robots and machines are unable to key in
data incorrectly; nor will their “minds” 

wander while performing repetitive tasks.

But, you must resolve bad data being
received on the front end for it to work
right. We have deployed BOTS to audit the
integrity of data in the Agency
Management system. This helped one of
the agencies bring in standardization in
data & reduced variation in the process.
The productivity of the team improved
significantly by 32% after Audit
implementation due to a single point of
entry and standardized approach of
updating information in AMS. All the
activities were performed offsite, all you
need to do is provide Business rules and
wait for two weeks to receive Dashboards
by a user and audit report to track
performance.
Standardized processes

It is critical and important to clean up any
data before introducing automation. A
side effect of using robots is the necessary
standardization of processes. To start
using a robot, an organization must
standardize its processes, which in turn
improve the productivity of the employees
and thus increase the speed at which the
robots can perform their work
significantly. Remote BOTs were deployed
to clean up the certificate holder list for 20
Clients/Contractors before importing and
onboarding their details into the
automated certificate contract compliance
Portal. The only steps involved were
sample files with variation in headers,
business rules, and the required output
format. The solution was built and
deployed in four man-days. All the
duplicate entries were eliminated, the
subcontractors were automatically
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mapped to corresponding Projects and
Clients. Clean data was imported into an
automated system to go live.

Easy transition
Automation solutions are easy to develop,
understand, and use at the familiar

Legacy-systems compatibility

desktop

interface.

These

can

be

implemented easily and work with current

and new system implementation

infrastructure,

friendly

projects. One of the bespoke solutions

Old systems that could be replaced in the
next few years and modified to function
with new ones can be optimized for
automation. Robots are readjusted to new
systems when introduced within days. One
of the clients migrated from sagitta to EPIC
and the BOT was reconfigured within 2
working days to extract information from
EPIC and perform online quoting.

unlike

conventional

IT

developed was for a client with different
demographics, where most of them were
retired community members. The solution
involved

the

development

of

an

information sourcing App, where Clients
were

asked

to

provide

information

through voice instructions through Kiosk
and the data was seamlessly integrated
into AMS eliminating reentry of data by
producers. 


FIVE EXAMPLES OF REMOTE PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION IN
INSURANCE AGENCY

1. Insurance quoting RPA 


to validate information on Policy coverage

An insurance company used RPA to improve
policy-quoting speed by automatically copying
client data from AMS to the company website

forms.

3. DB Automation

and validating it on government websites such

An insurer reduced error correction for Account

as DMV and third-party databases like Lexis

reconciliation —by a staggering 50 percent.

Nexis & Agency Risk View.

How? They were able to automatically copy and

2. P&C insurance claims analytics
and reporting Solution 



Another
Agency increased the speed
analytics

insights

by

automatically

move

information

from

the

automatically

downloaded carrier statements into the Agency
Management
of its
moving

automotive claims transaction volume data into

system,

eliminating

manual

transcription of data by agencies.

4. Renewal Exposure Summary RPA


its business-intelligence application. They were

An Agency brought down operational costs by

able to automate what had been the manual

40 percent by automatically transcribing data

entry of claims data by empowering their bots

from multiple reports and systems into the core 
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system. The upstream and downstream Bots
were configured to import and export data from
AMS. 

5. Personal Lines Report 


An Agency Management team saved 20% of the

time spent on consolidation of reports from
several systems and various sources. A simple
program was written to consolidate all the
reports into a dashboard which allowed the
management to make important assessments
and decisions.
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